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A rational synthesis of hierarchically porous, N-doped carbon from Mg-based MOFs: understanding the link between nitrogen content and oxygen reduction electrocatalysis†

David Eisenberg,*a Wowa Stroek,a Norbert J. Geels,a Stefania Tanase,a Marilena Ferbinteanu,b Simon J. Teat,c Pierre Mettraux,d Ning Yan*ba and Gadi Rothenberg*a

Controlled mixtures of novel Mg-based metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) were prepared, with H⁺ or K⁺ as counterions. A linear relation was found between synthesis pH and K/H ratio in the resultant mixture, establishing the tunability of the synthesis. Upon pyrolysis, these precursor mixtures yield nitrogen-doped, hierarchically porous carbons, which have good activity towards the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at pH 13. The nitrogen content varies significantly along the homologous carbon series (>400%, 1.3 at% to 5.7 at%), to a much greater extent than microstructural parameters such as surface area and graphitization. This allows us to isolate the positive correlation between nitrogen content and electrocatalytic oxygen reduction ORR activity in this class of metal-free, N-doped, porous carbons.

Introduction

Advanced fuel cells and metal–air batteries have the potential for changing our energy economy.1–3 The main scientific hurdle for their implementation is efficient electrocatalysis of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Platinum is the best commercial ORR electrocatalyst, but there is simply not enough of it on Earth for large-scale application.4–7 Among the possible alternatives, N-doped carbons stand out, as they are cheap, scalable, and can compete with Pt in ORR electrocatalysis under alkaline conditions.8–24 Yet progress depends on understanding this complex multielectron/multiproton catalytic reaction. Indeed, the chemical and physical material properties governing ORR electrocatalysis are not fully understood even for platinum, despite almost 180 years of fuel cell research.6,7

N-Doped carbons are much less ordered than metals, and the range of physico-chemical properties defining their electrocatalytic performance is even broader. These include the nature of active sites (at or near N atoms); the specific surface area (which controls active site exposure); the pore structure, which affects mass transport of reagents and products; and the degree of graphitization, which determines the electron conduction between the active site and the external circuit.9,10 Nitrogen doping is considered central among ORR-determining carbon properties, and major research efforts are focused on controlling doping concentration and distribution of nitrogen types.11–20 A literature survey of 3D carbons (excluding model/2D systems such as graphene and carbon nanotubes), doped only with nitrogen (excluding various metal-doped and biomass-derived carbons, and carbon nitride) reveals that onset potentials for alkaline ORR span as much as ~300 mV when N content ranges between 1–10 at% (Fig. 1).11–20

Thus, the quality of these studies notwithstanding, a direct correlation between nitrogen content and alkaline ORR activity (as expressed in onset potential) is hard to pinpoint. Such a dispersion of activities arises mostly from the significant structural variations which accompany changes in N content in each carbon. For example, the N content is typically varied by changing the pyrolysis temperature, since heating accelerates denitrogenation. However, structural properties such as surface area, porosity and graphitization also change dramatically with pyrolysis temperature.8–19,25 Moreover, N doping may give rise to various effects on a given catalyst. Thus, direct correlations between doping concentrations were only demonstrated so far when the nitrogen was introduced post-synthesis, ...
Results and discussion

The precursor synthesis involves reacting MgCO₃ with nitrilotriacetic acid (H₃NTA) at different pH values (Fig. 2). Here the pH is controlled simply by addition of potassium carbonate. Precursors isolated at low (3.7) and high (6.1) pH values have porous MOF structures, as determined from single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements. Both structures are made of Mg₂⁺ nodes and nitrilotriacetate (NTA) linkers. In the precursor isolated at low pH, [MgNH(CH₂COO)₃(H₂O)]₃C₂H₅OH (herein “HMgNTA”), the protonated quaternary amine of the ligand binds through carboxylate groups to three different Mg²⁺ ions. Each Mg²⁺ is surrounded by three oxygens from three different HNTA⁻⁻ ligands and three water molecules (Fig. 2b). The structure has well-defined porous channels which are occupied by ethanol molecules. These pores may be used in the future for loading additional carbon sources. Conversely, in the precursor isolated at high pH, [K(MgN(CH₂COO)₃H₂O)₃]H₂O (herein “KMgNTA”), the ligand is fully deprotonated. It is hepta-coordinated to two Mg²⁺ ions and five K⁺ ions. This gives a three-dimensional structure (Fig. 2c) with smaller pores that are occupied by water molecules.

Homogeneous mixtures of the two MOFs can be precipitated with a high degree of precision simply by varying the synthesis pH (Fig. 2a). The relative fractions of HMgNTA and KMgNTA in the powder were determined by thermal gravimetric analysis in air (TGA, Fig. 2d). A perfectly linear relation was found between pH of the magnesium nitrilotriacetate solution (reflecting its [K⁺]/[H⁺] ratio), and the fraction of KMgNTA in the final powder (Fig. 2e). This is therefore a simple recipe for synthesizing the desired MOF mixture by tweaking the solution to the right pH (eqn (1)).

\[
\text{pH} = \left(\text{desired KMgNTA fraction} + 1.38\right)/0.37
\]  

Precursor powders were denoted K₀, K₂₂, K₄₂, K₆₈ and K₉₁, representing the fraction of KMgNTA in the precursor. The corresponding carbons (C₀, C₂₂, C₄₂, C₆₈ and C₉₁) were prepared by pyrolyzing each precursor mixture in an argon atmosphere at 900 °C/1 h. The Mg²⁺ ions play an important role in determining the hierarchical porosity of the carbon: they form MgO nanoparticles which serve as mesopore templates after being washed out with citric acid (Fig. 3).²⁴,²⁵,⁴¹ Finally, the carbons were annealed in argon at 1000 °C for 1 h.

Although the materials’ microstructure clusters within a relatively narrow range (vide infra), the nitrogen content and distribution vary widely along the series (Fig. 3 and 4). As determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Fig. 3c and Fig. S7, ESI†), the near-surface nitrogen content decreases with precursor K/H ratio, from 5.7 at% to 1.3 at% (over 400%). Initially, the graphitic/pyridinic nitrogen ratio stays constant (Fig. 4a, inset), allowing the tuning of the total N content without changing the distribution of functionalities. For C₄₂, C₆₈ and C₹₁, increasing the KMgNTA content leads to faster depletion of pyridinic nitrogens over graphitic ones. This may reflect the preferential etching of pyridinic nitrogens by potassium vapours. Thus, by varying the precursor K/H ratio we can control the N content (and somewhat, distribution) in the carbon.
Importantly, the changes to the carbon microstructure are distributed within a narrower relative range. All the carbons along the series have high specific surface areas, within $1500 \pm 325 \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{g}^{-1}$ (BET, Fig. 4b). Similarly, their micropore volumes are clustered around $0.55 \pm 0.11 \, \text{cm}^3 \, \text{g}^{-1}$ (Fig. 4c). Increasing the potassium content does not boost micropore volume, even though potassium salts are known activation agents. This is due to the lower K content compared to common activation procedures (estimated KOH/precursor ratio $<0.24$, compared to 1–5 in the literature). According to N$_2$ adsorption data (Fig. S3, ESI†), all these carbons also contain mesopores, contributing to the efficient mass transport of
reagents and products through the porous structure during electrocatalysis. These observations are corroborated by transmission electron microscopy of both of the “extreme” carbons C0 and C91 (TEM, Fig. 3a and Fig. S4, ESI†), showing an inter-penetrating network of worm-like micropores as well as mesopores lined with graphitic shells.43–45 The narrow distribution of Raman signal intensity ratios for the (non-fitted) graphitic and disordered bands (\(I_D/I_G = 0.96 \pm 0.03\), Fig. 3b and Fig. S3, ESI†) indicates similar degrees of graphitization between the carbons. So does the narrow distribution of internal resistances of the carbons as measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Fig. S6, ESI†), supporting the structural similarity along the series.

We then used this homologous series of carbons, in which nitrogen content is tunable yet microstructure varies within narrower ranges, as a test case for studying structure–activity relationships in ORR electrocatalysis. Indeed, carbons from precursors with low to medium content of KMgNTA (C0, C22, C42) are good ORR electrocatalysts in 0.1 M KOH. Their onset potentials approach those of commercial 20 wt% Pt/C electrodes (Fig. 5a), with electron transfer numbers of 3.6 and 3.9 mol e\(^{-}\) per mol O\(_2\) (C22 and C0, respectively; Fig. 6). As the precursor K/H ratio increased (carbons C68, C91), the oxygen reduction activity decreased significantly. Onset and half-wave potentials became more negative (Fig. 5b), and the electron transfer numbers dropped to 3 and below. Limiting currents on carbon C42 are somewhat lower than expected, which may be related to its lower surface area – a secondary, but not negligible factor. Similar activity trends are observed in an acidic electrolyte (0.5 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\), Fig. S8–S11, ESI†).

Can the activity variations be assigned to changes in catalyst structure and/or composition? No simple trend is observed when plotting activity descriptors (onset or half-wave potentials) versus structural parameters, such as specific surface area or

---

**Fig. 5** Oxygen reduction activity in base (0.1 M KOH, pH 13). (a) Linear scan voltammetry, 10 mV s\(^{-1}\), 1600 rpm, O\(_2\)-saturated solution. (b) Onset and half-wave potentials for ORR. (c) Onset potentials vs. total N content (at%). (d) Onset potentials from this study (triangles) plotted on literature data;\(^{11–20}\) see Fig. 1 caption for details.

**Fig. 6** Rotating disk electrode (RDE) studies of ORR electrocatalysis in 0.1 M KOH along the carbon series. (a) LSVs at different rotation speeds in rpm, 10 mV s\(^{-1}\). (b) Koutecky–Levich plots. Number of electrons transferred per mol O\(_2\) along the carbon series, as calculated from the Koutecky–Levich plots, vs. (c) KMgNTA fraction and (d) nitrogen content; the straight line is a least squares fit.
Raman $I_p/I_g$ ratio (Fig. S11, ESI†). But the activity is clearly correlated with nitrogen content (Fig. 5c): ORR onset potentials shift positively (improved activity) with nitrogen concentration. Control experiments using a "zero-nitrogen" carbon with a similar microstructure (C$_{MgCit}$ made from Mg-citrate),14,25 fit nicely to this trend. Interestingly, the alkaline ORR activity is not impaired by the 35–40% drop in nitrogen content from C0 to C22, indicating some form of saturation in ORR activity above 3 at% nitrogen. This suggests that another parameter, other than active site density, becomes rate-determining (e.g. mass transport in the pores). Overall, the data points from this work may be connected with a trend line when plotted on top of literature data (Fig. 5d), as they come closer than ever in revealing the positive correlation between alkaline ORR activity and total N content in this class of carbons (Table 1).

The nature of ORR activity dependence on N content is a matter of debate in the literature, as nitrogen doping may have several effects on ORR catalysis.6–10,40 The effects may be catalytic (active sites for O$_2$ adsorption, H$_2$O$_2$ desorption or disproportionation), chemical (improved wetting and adsorption), electronic (n-type doping leading to negative Fermi level shift and increased conductivity) and structural (increasing disorder). However, most of these factors are expected to contribute to a positive correlation, at least at low (<10 at%) nitrogen concentrations. Whether the nitrogens serve as active sites, improve wetting or shift the Fermi level negatively, ORR activity should improve with nitrogen content. Why is this correlation so hard to observe, then, with several investigations (Fig. 1)11,14,17,20 pointing to the opposite? True, the ORR activity is also linked with the type of nitrogen functionality (graphitic, pyrlic, pyridinic, etc.), which may differ between the carbons, and not be directly proportional to total N content. The matter is further complicated by the fact that the relative merits of the different functionalities are still not fully understood.6–10,23,46–49 However, clearly nitrogen doping is not enough – the nitrogen atoms also need to be exposed to solution, if their presence is to be felt. Thus, the most important microstructural parameter may be specific surface area – also closely correlated with micropore volume – which determines the solution exposure of active sites. Other microstructural properties, such as mesopore and macropore volume (assisting in mass transport) and graphitization (linked with conductivity), are expected to contribute to current densities, yet not necessarily to onset potentials (Fig. 5) or $n$ values (Fig. 6), which better reflect the inherent catalytic activity of active sites. Thus, the nitrogen content is an important yet insufficient descriptor of ORR electrocatalytic activity for N-doped carbons.

Conclusions

In summary, we prepared a homologous series of nitrogen-doped, hierarchically porous carbons from mixtures of Mg-based MOFs. The synthesis is truly rational, since tuning the solution pH varies the ratio of HMgNTA/KMgNTA precursors linearly. Moreover, the series of precursors yields a homologous series of carbons, in which nitrogen content varies to a large extent. This, in turn, allows for the first direct observation (to the best of our knowledge) of a clear positive correlation between nitrogen content and alkaline ORR activity.
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Table 1  Oxygen reduction activity for the carbon series$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HMgNTA:KMgNTA fractions</th>
<th>$N_{\text{total}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{pyr}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{grap}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{ox}}$</th>
<th>Onset potential$^b$</th>
<th>Half-wave potential</th>
<th>1 mA cm$^{-2}$ potential$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C0 100:0</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22 78:22</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C42 58:42</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C68 32:68</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C91 9:91</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUndoped</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Potentials in V vs. RHE, N content in at%. $^b$At a faradaic current of 50 $\mu$A cm$^{-2}$. $^c$For faradaic current at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm.